
New Young Adult eBooks

The electric kingdomThe electric kingdom
by David Arnold

After a deadly Fly Flu spreads
throughout the world, survivors Nico,
her dog, young artist Kit, and the
mysterious Deliverer roam the earth,
seeking to evade the Flies and find a
place where life and love can thrive
again.

The meeThe meett-cut-cute pre projectoject
by Rhiannon Richardson

High school junior Mia, who hates
romantic comedies, must endure the
"meet-cute" encounters her best
friends set up to help her find a date
for her sister's wedding.

Blood, bulleBlood, bullets, and bones :ts, and bones :
the stthe story oory of ff fororensic scienceensic science
frfrom Sherlock Hom Sherlock Holmes tolmes too
DNADNA
by Bridget Heos

An introduction to the world of
forensic science illuminates its role in
the criminal justice system
throughout history, demonstrating
the cutting-edge technologies of the

modern world and how they help solve crimes.

Demon slayDemon slayerer. 2. 2
by Koyoharu Gotoge

During final selection for the Demon
Slayer Corps, Tanjiro faces a
disfigured demon and uses the
techniques taught by his master,
Urokodaki.

Dating makDating makes perfes perfectect
by Pintip Dunn

Required by her traditional parents
to date under the supervision of her
older siblings, an Asian American
younger sister is set up with the
arrogant son of family friends and
must set aside her lifelong loathing
of him to satisfy expectations.

Cast in FCast in Firirelighelightt
by Dana Swift

The first title in a planned duology
follows the story of two royal heirs,
betrothed to be married, who
unknowingly encounter one another
in the criminal underbelly of a rival
kingdom that is threatening their
homes.

The ImmortThe Immortal Boal Boyy//
El InmortEl Inmortalal
by Francisco Montaña Ibáñez

Two intertwining stories of Bogotá.
One, a family of five children, left to
live on their own. The other, a girl in an
orphanage who will do anything to
befriend the mysterious Immortal
Boy. In English and Spanish.

The SeThe Sevvenenth Rth Ravavenen
by David Elliott

Turned into a raven along with his six
brothers, Robyn places his fate in his
sister’s years-long effort to break the
curse and restore their humanity,
before realizing that he feels more
himself while flying.
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